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Abstract
We develop a randomized kinetic data structure that
maintains a partition of the moving points into two sets
such that the corresponding cut is with probability at
least 1−% a (1−)-approximation of the Euclidean MaxCut. The data structure answers queries of the form
“to which side of the partition belongs query point p?”
O(1)
in O(21/
log2 n/2(d+1) ) time. Under linear motion
e log(%−1 )/d+3 ) events,
the data structure processes O(n
2
each requiring O(log n) expected time except for a cone · ln(%−1 )/d+3 )
stant number of events that require O(n
time. A flight plan update can be performed in
O(log3 n · ln(%−1 )/d+3 ) average expected time, where
the average is taken over the worst case update times
of the points at an arbitrary point of time. No efficient
kinetic data structure for the MaxCut has been known
before.
1

Introduction

The problem of clustering data sets according to some
similarity measures belongs to the most extensively
studied optimization problems. In this paper we will
focus on clustering moving points as described in the
framework of kinetic data structures (KDS). The framework of kinetic data structures has been introduced by
Basch et al. [3] and it has been used since as the central model of studying geometric objects in motion, see,
e.g., [1, 3, 11, 12] and the references therein. In the
kinetic setting, we consider a set of points in Rd that
are continuously moving. Each point follows a (known)
trajectory that is defined by a continuous function of
time; for simplicity of presentation, we will assume that
it is a linear function. Additionally, we allow the points
to change their trajectory, i.e., to perform a flight plan
update. The KDSs are data structures to maintain a certain attribute (for example, in the case of a clustering
problem, assignment of the points to the clusters) under
movement of the points. The main idea underlying the
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framework of KDSs is that even if the input objects are
moving in a continuous fashion, the underlying combinatorial structure of the moving objects changes only at
discrete times. Therefore, there is no need to maintain
the data structure continuously but rather only when
certain combinatorial events happen.
To measure the quality of a KDS, we will consider
the following two most important performance measures
(for more details, see, e.g., [11, 12]): the time needed to
update the KDS when an event occurs and a bound on
the number of events that may occur during the motion.
Another important measure is the time to handle flight
plan updates.
MaxCut problem. In this paper, we consider the Euclidean version of the MaxCut problem. For metric
graphs (and hence also for geometric instances), Fernandez de la Vega and Kenyon [7] designed a PTAS.
For the Euclidean version of the MaxCut that we study
in this paper, it is still not known if the problem is
NP-hard but a very fast PTAS can be obtained using a
recent construction of small coresets for MaxCut [8].
In this paper, we develop the first efficient KDS for
approximate Euclidean MaxCut for moving points. Our
KDS is based on a coreset construction for MaxCut from
[8]. In [8], it was shown in the context of data streaming
algorithms that one can obtain a coreset from the distribution of certain sample sets of the point set in nested
grids. Our KDS is based on the idea of maintaining
these distribution under motion. The main difficulty of
applying that approach lies in the interplay between a
lower bound on the cost of the solution and the number of events, which requires some new ideas. Our KDS
is not only the first efficient KDS for approximate Euclidean MaxCut, but it also puts the MaxCut problem
into a very small set of complex geometric problems for
e
which there exists a KDS requiring only O(n)
events;
many geometric problems, some even surprisingly simple ones, are known to have no KDS with o(n2 ) events.
2

Previous results used by our algorithm

We review a coreset construction from [8] and focus on
the MaxCut problem. (Since some details of that construction that we need in the current paper differ from
the presentation in [8], we will present some more formal arguments in Appendix A.) Let P be a point set in
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the Rd . For simplicity of presentation, we normalize the
cost of the optimal solution of the MaxCut problem by
dividing the cost by the number of points n, and define
for each partition of P into C1 and C2 :
M (C1 , C2 )

:=

1
n

=

1
n

· MaxCut(P, C1 , C2 )
X
d(q1 , q2 ) .
q1 ∈C1 ,q2 ∈C2

We furthermore define
Opt :=

1
max
n ·C
1 ,C2

MaxCut(P, C1 , C2 ) = max M (C1 , C2 ) ,
C1 ,C2

and for weighted point sets C1 , C2 with weight functions
w1 : C1 → N and w2 : C2 → N, we define
P
q1 ∈C1 ,q2 ∈C2 w1 (q1 ) · w2 (q2 ) · d(q1 , q2 )
P
P
.
M (C1 , C2 ) :=
q1 ∈C1 w1 (q1 ) +
q2 ∈C2 w2 (q2 )
Definition 1 (-coresets) A point set Q with integer
weights w(q) is an -coreset for P if there exists a mapping π from P to Q such that (i) π −1 (q) = w(q) for
every q ∈ Q and (ii) the objective value M (C1 , C2 ) for
any partition C1 , C2 of P differs at most  · Opt from
the objective value M (π(C1 ), π(C2 )) of the corresponding partition of Q (think of π(C1 ) = {π(p)|p ∈ C1 } as a
set with weights w(q) = |{p ∈ C1 |π(p) = q}|).
Let b be the largest side width of the bounding box of
P . In [8] a family of nested grids G(i) is used, where G(i)
denotes a grid of cell width b/2i . Let % be a confidence
parameter, 0 < % < 1, and let δ be a parameter of
the algorithm introduced in Lemma 17. For each grid
G(i) , a random sample S(i) is chosen, where each point
from P is taken to S(i) with probability δα2i , where
α = 12−2 ln(%−1 ) + 1. Thus, the random sample S(i)
has expected size s = δα2i · n.
Lemma 2 (Coresets for MaxCut [8]) There is an
algorithm that takes as input the number of points
from S(i) in each grid cell C ∈ G(i) and computes
a weighted set of points PC which satisfies the following constraints with probability at least 1 − %: If

d
·Opt
√
δ ≤ 4 √d (1+log
the set PC is a (c · )-coreset
n) b
56 d

d
·Opt
√
≤
of P for some constant c. If 8 √d (1+log
n) b
56 d

d
·Opt
√
δ ≤ 4 √d (1+log
then the size of PC is at
n) b
56 d
 √ d
√
n) 56 d
.
most 34 d (1+log


Note that a good choice for parameter δ depends on
the cost of an optimal solution.
Theorem 3 (Kinetic Heaps [2]) Let P be an initially empty set of points moving along linear trajectories in R1 . Let σ = σ1 , . . . , σm be a sequence of m operations σi of the form Insert(p, ti ) and Delete(p, ti ),

such that for any two operations σi , σj with i < j we
have ti < tj (the operations are performed sequentially
in time). An Insert(p, ti ) inserts at time ti point p
into P . A Delete(p, ti ) removes p from P at time ti .
A kinetic heap maintains the biggest element of P . It
requires O(log m) time to process an event and the expected number of events is O(m log m). Insertions and
deletions are performed in expected time O(log2 m).
Theorem 4 (Bounding Cube Approximation [1])
Let P be a set of n points moving in Rd . If P is moving linearly, then after O(n) preprocessing, we can
construct a kinetic data structure of size O(d) that
maintains a 2-approximation of the smallest orthogonal
box containing P . The data structure processes O(d2 )
events, and each event takes O(1) time. The sides of
the maintained box are moving linearly between the
events.
It can be decided in constant time if a flight plan update of a point p changes the data structure. At each
point of time only flight plan updates of O(d) points can
potentially change the data structure.
3

Kinetic data structures for MaxCut

In this section we describe a KDS to maintain a (1 − )approximation of a maximum cut. Our data structure
supports queries of the type “to which side of the partition belongs query point p? ”. To support such a query
the algorithm computes a coreset that has complexity
O(log n/d+1 ). Our data structure depends
on a pa


√

d

d
is a lower
rameter K = α/δ ∗ , where δ ∗ = 4 √d 56
(1+log n)
bound for the value of δ, which can be obtained by setting Opt = b. We first create a sample set Si,j for every
0 ≤ i, j ≤ log(Kn). Si,j is obtained from P by choosing each point p ∈ P independently at random with
K
probability min{ 2i+j
, 1}.
(0)
We define G as a 2-approximated bounding cube of
P and G(i) as a partition of this bounding cube into 2id
equal sized (hyper-)cubes. For each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ log(Kn),
we maintain the set of all cells C ∈ G(i) containing
sample points from Si,j and the number of sample points
in each non-empty cell. Lemma 2 shows that at least for
one value of j it is possible to compute a small coreset
from the maintained information using the approach of
[8].

The data structure. We assume that the cells in grid
G(i) are numbered from 1 to 2id . For each sample set
Si,j we maintain a search tree Ti,j that stores the cells in
grid G(i) that contain at least one point from Si,j . For
each non-empty cell we maintain 2d kinetic heaps. For
1 ≤ k ≤ d we maintain one kinetic max-heap and one
kinetic min-heap, where the priority of points is given
by their k-th coordinate.
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We maintain a 2-approximation of the bounding cube
using the KDS from [1]. The O(d2 ) events of this KDS
are called major events. Between any major events all
movements of points and cell borders are linear.
The events. Additionally to the major events and
the heap events (events caused by the kinetic heaps),
our data structure stores the following (possible) events
in a global event queue: For each grid G(i) and each
non-empty cell we have an event for each dimension k,
1 ≤ k ≤ d, when the maximum or minimum point with
respect to that dimension crosses the corresponding cell
boundary in that dimension. These events are called
minor events. At each major event the movement of
the grid boundaries changes and we must update every
event that involves a boundary, i.e., every minor event.
Time to process events. We first consider minor
events, when a point p in some set Si,j moves from one
cell C1 of the grid into another cell C2 . p is then deleted
from 2d heaps corresponding to C1 and is inserted into
the 2d heaps corresponding to C2 . If the point moves
into a cell that was previously empty, we must insert the
index of C2 into the search tree Ti,j and initialize the 2d
heaps. If p was the only point in C1 we have to delete
the 2d heaps. Since in O(log2 n) time one can insert a
point in a heap or search tree and since any insertion in
a randomized kinetic heap creates O(log n) new events
in expectation, we get:
Lemma 5 Any minor event can be processed in
O(d log2 n) time. It creates O(d log n) new events in
randomized kinetic heaps in expectation.
t
u
Lemma 6 Any major event can be processed in expected time O(d K n log n).
Proof. The time to setup our data structure at a major event is dominated by the time to setup the kinetic heaps for the boundary events. Since each kinetic
heap consisting of m points can be constructed in time
O(m · log m) we have to count the number of sample
points in all kinetic heaps. Each sample point is inserted into 2d kinetic heaps. The expected number of
points in Si,j is Kn/2i+j . By linearity of expectation we
getPthat the total number of points in all kinetic heaps

is i,j 2d · 2Kn
i+j = O(dKn).
Lemma 7 Between major events, every point crosses
at most d · (2i − 1) cells in grid G(i) .
Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary point p. We regard
the cell boundaries in each dimension separately. In grid
G(i) we have 2i − 1 internal boundaries. Since both p
and the boundaries move linearly in time, p can cross
each boundary at most once. Since this can happen in
each of the dimensions, the lemma follows.


Corollary 8 The expected number of minor events is
O(d3 K n · log(Kn)).
Proof. The expected number of minor event involvn
ing points from Si,j is at most 2Ki+j
· d · 2i = d K n/2j .
Summing up over all i, j we get that there are at most
O(d K n log(Kn)) events.

Corollary 9 The expected number of heap events is
O(d4 · K · n · log2 (Kn)).
Proof. Every minor event creates an expected number of O(d log n) new events in randomized kinetic
heaps. Linearity of expectation implies that the expected number of events in kinetic heaps is O(d4 · K ·
n · log2 (Kn)).

Flight plan updates. In KDS it is typically assumed
that at certain points of time the “flight plan” of an
object can change. The data structure is notified that
a point now moves in another direction (possibly at a
different speed) and we have to update all events in the
event queue that involve this particular point. In our
case we distinguish between two types of points. First,
there are the two points that currently define the size
of the bounding cube within the data structure from
[1]. If the movement of one of these points is changed,
the movement of all cells change and we have to update
every event that involves a cell boundary (this is similar
to the case of major events). Additionally, we have to
update every 1-dimensional bounding cube we maintain.
If the flight plan of any other point is updated we
simply have to update all events it is involved in and
the bounding cube data structure. Since it requires
O(log2 n) time to update a kinetic heap we have to compute the expected number of such heaps a point is involved in. Every point is stored in 2d heaps for each set
Si,j it is contained in. These are O(dK) kinetic heaps
in expectation (analogous to proof of Lemma 6)
Assume we fix some point of time and specify for each
point an arbitrary flight plan update. If we choose one of
these updates uniformly at random then the expected
time to perform the update is small, i.e., the average
cost of a flight plan update is low (proof in Appendix):
Lemma 10 A flight plan update can be done in
O(log3 n · ln(%−1 )/d+3 ) average expected time.
Extracting the coreset and a solution. We can do
a binary search on the different values of δ(j) = δ ∗ /2j .
The coreset technique described in [8] is capable to identify a value of δ, which leads to a small coreset having
the desired approximation guarantees of Lemma 2. We
then apply the MaxCut computation method described
in [8] (also described in the Appendix in detail) to exe 2 · 21/O(1) ) time.
tract a solution on the coreset in O(n
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We finally obtain our main theorem, where we assume
that d is a constant:
Theorem 11 There is a kinetic data structure that
maintains a (1 + )-approximation for the Euclidean
MaxCut problem, which is correct with probability 1 − %.
The data structure answers queries of the form ’to which
side of the partition belongs query point p?’ in O(log2 n·
O(1)
−2(d+1) · 21/
) time. Under linear motion the data
−1
)
e n log(%
) events, which require
structure processes O(
d+3
2
O(log n) expected time except for a constant number
e · ln(%−1 )/d+3 ) time. A flight
of events that require O(n
plan update can be performed in O(log3 n·ln(%−1 )/d+3 )
average expected time, where the average is taken over
the worst case update times of the points at an arbitrary
point of time.
4

Conclusions

In this paper we developed the first kinetic data structure for the Euclidean MaxCut problem. Our KDS
is based on a coreset construction from [8]. For the
streaming problems, the construction in [8] works also
for other problems like k-median and k-means clustering, maximum matching, MaxTSP, and maximum spanning tree. Our KDS can be extended to the three maximization problems mentioned above (maximum matching, MaxTSP, and maximum spanning tree). However,
the runtime to compute a solution from the coreset
(which has to be done for each query to the data structure, or, alternatively with each event) can differ significantly. For the maximum spanning tree problem we
can easily obtain similar results as for MaxCut; for the
MaxTSP we do not know how to do the computation
efficiently (and hence we do not obtain a very efficient
KDS).
Extending our KDS to k-median and k-means clustering requires additional ideas. The technical problem
is here that one cannot get a lower bound on the solution from the width of the bounding box. Hence, it is
not clear how to get an upper bound on the number of
events.
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Appendix
A

the number of heavy cells (and the size of the coreset)
 √ d
√
n) 56 d
.
is at most 17 d (1+log



Formal arguments from [8] as used in the paper

For the sake of completeness and since some of the details of the coreset construction used in this paper differ
in their presentation from [8] (which makes their use in
the context of kinetic data structures simpler), in this
section, we will present some proofs of the results used
in our paper.
We have the following simple lemma.

To prove the Theorem, let us define L(i) to be the set
of occupied light cells in grid G(i) whose parent cell is
heavy. We partition L(i) into two sets N (i) and D(i)
according to their distance to the center of gravity Ψ:
(
√ )
16 d b
N (i) =
C ∈ L(i) : d(C, Ψ) ≤
 2i
and

Lemma 12 [7, 8] Let C1 , C2 be a partition of P , p ∈
C1 and p̃ be an arbitrary point with d(p, p̃) ≤ D. Then
|M (C1 , C2 ) − M ((C1 \ {p}) ∪ {p̃}, C2 )| ≤ D (i.e., moving a point at distance at most D changes the cost of
MaxCut by at most
P D).
Let Ψ = n1 · p∈P p be the center of gravity of P .
P
Then Opt ≥ 14 p∈P d(p, Ψ).
Proof. The first property follows directly from the definition of M and the triangle inequality.
To prove the second property, we use an inequality
shown by Fernandez de la Vega and Kenyon [7] (in
thePproof of Lemma 2): For each point p: d(p, Ψ) ≤
1
q∈P d(p, q).
n
Consider a random cut C1 , C2 of P (for each point we
flip a coin at random to decide whether it belongs to C1
or to C2 ). Since for every pair of points p, q ∈ P , the
1
edge (p, q) is in the cut with probability
2 , the expected
P
1
value of the resulting cut is 4 p,q∈P d(p, q). Since Opt ·
n is the maximum
value of such
P
P a cut, we conclude that
1
1
Opt ≥ 4n

p,q∈P d(p, q) ≥ 4
p∈P d(p, Ψ).
Definition 13 (Heavy and light cells) We say that
a cell in grid G(i) is δ-heavy, if it contains more than
δ 2i points. A cell that is not δ-heavy is called δ-light.
We describe the construction of an -coreset Q for
P [8]. We say a cell C1 in grid G(i) is the parent of a
cell C2 in grid G(i+1) , if C1 contains C2 . We define the
coreset Q by taking to Q the center of every δ-heavy
cell C that has no δ-heavy subcell. To determine the
weights of the points in Q, we construct a mapping π
from P to Q. Every point p is contained in a δ-light
cell whose parent cell C is δ-heavy. Then p is assigned
to an arbitrary coreset point in C. We use an arbitrary
mapping π that satisfies this condition. The weight of
a point q ∈ Q is |π −1 (q)|, i.e., the number of points
assigned to q. The following theorem describes main
properties of the construction.


d

·Opt
√
Theorem 14 [8] If δ ≤ 4 √d (1+log
then
n) b
56 d
any set Q constructed as described above is an -coreset

d
·Opt
√
for P . If additionally δ ≥ 8 √d (1+log
then
n) b
56 d

√ )
16 d b
C ∈ L(i) : d(C, Ψ) >
.
 2i

(
D(i)

=

We observe
√ that any point in a cell of L(i) is moved
at most d b/2i−1 during our coreset construction, because it remains in the parent cell. Furthermore,
each
S
point is contained in exactly one cell
from
L(i)
Let
us
S
begin our analysis with points in D(i). We have the
following claim.
Claim 15
X X √
i

d b/2i−1

≤

p∈D(i)


Opt .
2

Proof. We use a charging argument from √
[13]. Any
point in D(i) has a distance of more than 16 2id b to the
center of gravity Ψ. Hence we get
X X √
 X X
d b/2i−1 ≤
d(p, Ψ)
8 i
i
p∈D(i)

p∈D(i)

≤


 4 · Opt
=
· Opt ,
8
1
2

where the secondPinequality follows from our assumption
that Opt ≥ 1/4 p∈P d(p, Ψ).
t
u

S
Next, we consider points in N (i). We obtain the
following claim.

d
Opt
√
·
, then
Claim 16 If δ ≤ 4 √d k(1+log
n) b
56 d
X X √
i

p∈N (i)

d b/2i−1

≤


· Opt .
2

Proof. By the definition of N (i), every point in a cell in
N
has distance
to the center of gravity Ψ of at most
 (i)
√ 
√
8 d
i
2 d+ 
b/2 . Since each cell in N (i) is disjoint
and has side-length b/2i , simple packing arguments imply the following inequality:
√ !!d
√ !d
√
16 d
56 d
|N (i)| ≤
2 1+2 d+
≤
.
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Since each of the considered cells is light, it contains at
most δ 2i points. Hence,
X X √
d b/2i−1
i

√ !d
√
56 d
δ 2i d Opt/2i−1


X
i:N (i)6=∅

X

=

√
2

dδ

i:N (i)6=∅

√ !d
56 d
· Opt .


Next, let us observe that the threshold δ 2i for heavy
cells doubles with each grid and that we can have an
occupied light cell only if the threshold is bigger than
one. If the threshold is bigger than 2n the parent cell
can not be heavy. Therefore, there are at most 1 + log n
grids that have light grid cells whose parent cells are
heavy. We conclude that,
X X √
d b/2i−1
i

≤

p∈N (i)

X

√ !d
56 d
Opt


√
δ2

d

i:N (i)6=∅

≤ (1 + log n) δ 2

√
d

√ !d
56 d
· Opt



· Opt ,
2
for our choice of δ.
t
u

S
We observe that i L(i) covers all points and so we
count the movement cost for every point. By our initial
assumption, we know that if we move the points from P
by an overall distance of D, then the cost of any solution
changes (increases or decreases) by at most D. Therefore Claims 15 and 16 imply that the overall movement
is at most  Opt. Hence, the set Q constructed by our
algorithm is a coreset.
The bound for the size of the coreset follows from
the observation that in each grid G(i) there can be
at most 2d cells whose distance to Ψ is smaller than
half of the width of the cells in G(i). Hence, except
for these 2d cells, every heavy cell contributes with at
least δ b/2. We conclude that the number of marked
heavy cells (which is also an upper bound on the numd
ber of coreset points) is at most 2 δOpt
b + (1 + log n) 2 .

d
 Opt
√
Therefore, if we set δ ≥ 8 √d (1+log
and
n) b
56 d

d
 Opt
√
δ ≤ 4 √d (1+log
, then since we assume that
n) b
56 d
d is constant, we obtain the size of the coreset to be
upper bounded by
√
√ !d
17 d (1 + log n) 56 d
≤ O(k log n −(d+1) ) .


≤

A.1

Proof of Lemma 2

The proof requires some auxiliary lemmas.

p∈N (i)

≤

This concludes the proof of Theorem 14.

Lemma 17 [8] Let  < 1/3, and let C be an arbitrary
grid cell in G(i) . The following events hold with probability at least 1 − ρ:
• If C contains at least 21 δ·2i points, then (1−)·nC ≤
n
eC ≤ (1 + ) · nc .
• If C contains less than
(1 − ) · δ · 2i .

1
2δ

· 2i points, then n
eC ≤

Proof. Let Xp be the indicator random variable
P that
p is a sample point. Our goal is to show that p∈C Xp
does not deviate much from its expectation.
If a cell
P
contains at least 21 δ2i points then E[ p∈C Xp ] ≥ α/2.
From the Chernoff bound, it follows
X
X

 X
2
Xp ] ≤ 2e− α/6 ,
Xp − E[
Xp ] ≥  · E[
Pr
p∈C

p∈C

p∈C

and the first part of the lemma follows for the chosen
value of α. To prove the second part we observe that the
absolute deviation decreases when the number of points
in the cell decreases. Therefore, we apply the Chernoff
bound to the case when C contains 12 δ · 2i points. In
this case the expected number of points in the cell is
α/2 and the second part of the lemma follows.

To obtain a coreset we use the estimations n
eC of the
number of points in heavy cells to identify heavy cells
(all cells having n
eC ≥ (1 − )δ 2i ). Since the weight of a
coreset point will also depend on the number of points
in some light cells, we have to estimate the number of
points in these cells. To get an estimate for all required
cells we use the following procedure. We require that
the estimate for the number of points in a heavy cell is a
(1 ± )-approximation and that in every light cell there
are no more points than the threshold for light cells (our
coreset construction uses only these assumptions).
By Lemma 17 we know for each heavy cell C with
probability 1 − ρ we have n
eC /(1 + ) ≤ nC ≤ n
eC /(1 − ).
For every heavy cell we define LC = n
eC /(1 + ) and
UC = nf
C /(1 − ). For every light cell we define LC = 0
and UC = δ2i (so for every cell we know that LC ≤
nC ≤ UC ). We call a cell useful, if it is either heavy or
a direct subcell of a heavy cell. We have to deal with
the factPthat the sum of the total estimated number of
points Ci subcell of C nCi in the subcells of C can exceed
the estimated number of points in C. Therefore we will
use the bounds LC and UC to compute new estimates
EC of the number of points in all useful cells. We require
that our estimation satisfies LC ≤ EC ≤ UC and that
the estimated number of points in a cell C is the sum
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of the estimated number of points in its subcells. The
estimates EC can be computed bottom-up by adjusting
the bounds LC and UC in cases of conflicts.
Corollary 18 [8] Let  < 1/2. For each cell C identified as heavy we have (1 − 4)nC ≤ EC ≤ (1 + 4)nC .
Proof. The claim follows directly from the following
two sequences of inequalities.
EC

≥ LC ≥ nf
C /(1 + ) ≥

1−
nC ≥ (1 − 2)nC
1+

and
EC

≤ UC

1+
≤ nf
nC ≤ (1 + 4)nC .
C /(1 − ) ≤
1−

Let C be a heavy cell. If there is no heavy subcell,
the algorithm introduces a new coreset point q. We map
all EC points from P 0 to q and all nC points from P to
q. Then w(q) = EC and w0 (q) = nC and the invariant
follows from Corollary 18. Let us now consider the case
that C has already k coreset points q1 , . . . , qk ∈ Q with
weights w(qi ) and w0 (qi ), respectively. Let l := nC −
Pk
Pk
0
0
i=1 w(qi ) resp. l := EC −
i=1 w (qi ) be the number
of points which have to be assigned to the coreset points
qi by π resp. π 0 . We consider four cases:
• l = 0 and l0 = 0: In this case nothing has to be
assigned and the invariant holds.
• l > 0 and l0 = 0: Then
(1 − 4)

k
X



w(qi )

i=1

= (1 − 4)(nC − l) < (1 − 4)nC
We now apply the algorithm described in Section 2
to our estimations EC and compute a coreset.
Lemma 19 [8] If δ ≤

√ ·Opt
4 d (1+log n) b


56

√

d
d

k
X

w0 (qi ) .

i=1

the core-

set computed with respect to the values EC is a (1 +
O())-coreset of P .
Proof. Let P 0 be a point set that is distributed according to our estimations EC (so for every useful cell
C we have |P ∩ C| = EC ). The proof of Theorem 14
shows that the coreset computed by our algorithm is
a (1 + )-coreset for P 0 . Let Q = {q1 , . . . , qm } be the
computed coreset points. We will show that knowing
the point sets P and P 0 , our method can compute mappings π : P → Q and π 0 : P 0 → Q and weight functions
w : Q → N and w0 : Q → N, such that (π, w) is a coreset
for P and (π 0 , w0 ) is a coreset for P 0 and for all qi ∈ Q
we have (1 − 4)w(qi ) ≤ w0 (qi ) ≤ (1 + 4)w(qi ). From
that it easily follows that each solution on the point
set P 0 differs by at most a factor of (1 + O()) from
the solution on the point set P . Since the computed
coreset is a (1 + )-coreset for P 0 it follows that it is a
(1 + O())-coreset for P .
Let us construct the mappings π and π 0 . Theorem 14
shows that we construct a coreset when we map each
point p to a coreset point in the smallest heavy cell it
is contained in. We now start the assignment of points
to coreset points within the smallest useful cells. Since
the smallest useful cells are not heavy we do not assign
them any points. We now proceed to assign points in
the useful cells at the next higher level. Going through
the levels bottom-up we will maintain the invariant that
the number w(q) of points in P mapped to a coresetpoint q by π is approximately equal to the number of
points w0 (q) mapped by π 0 to the coreset point:
(1 − 4)w(q) ≤ w0 (q) ≤ (1 + 4)w(q) .

≤ EC =

Therefore for one qi we have (1 − 4)w(qi ) < w0 (qi )
and can assign a small fraction of the points from
P to qi by π without violating the invariance. After
that assignment either l = 0 or we find another qi
where we can assign points to. We go on with this
assignment until l = 0.
• l = 0 and l0 > 0: Then
k
X

w0 (qi ) = EC − l0 < EC ≤ (1 + 4)nC

i=1

= (1 + 4)(nC − l) = (1 + 4)

k
X

w(qi ) .

i=1

Therefore for one qi we have w0 (qi ) < (1 + 4)w(qi )
and can assign a small fraction of the points from P 0
to qi by π 0 without violating the invariance. After
that assignment either l0 = 0 or we find another qi
where we can assign points to. We go on with this
assignment until l0 = 0.
• l > 0 and l0 > 0: We will assign min{l, l0 } points
from P to q1 by π and min{l, l0 } points from P 0
to q1 by π 0 . This does not violate the invariance.
After the assignment we are in the second or third
case.



d

·Opt
√
≤ δ ≤
Lemma 20 [8] If 8 √d (1+log
n) b
56 d

d
√
√ ·Opt
then the number of cells consid4 d (1+log n) b
56 d

ered as heavy (and the size of the computed coreset) is
 √ d
√
n) 56 d
at most 34 d (1+log
.
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Proof. The proof follows exactly the proof of Theorem
14. Since we only have a lower bound on the number of
points in cells considered as heavy of 12 δ2i (instead of
δ2i ), the number of cells considered as heavy can change
by a factor of 2.

Now, we can summarize the discussion in this section
and observe that Lemma 2 follows directly from Lemmata 19 and 20.
B

Proof of Lemma 10

Proof of Lemma 10 :
It requires O(log2 n) time
to do a flight plan update of a kinetic heap. In expectation every point is stored in O(d K) kinetic heaps.
Hence the expected time required to update these heaps
is O(d K log2 n) = O(d · log3 n · log(%−1 )/d+3 ). Additionally, we have to update the 2d KDS that are used to
maintain the 1-dimensional bounding cubes. This can
be done in O(d) time. Finally, we have to deal with
updates of the 2 points that are currently defining the
size of the d-dimensional bounding cube. By Lemma
6 we can process such an event in O(dKn log n) =
O(n·log2 n ln(%−1 )/d+3 ) expected time. Averaging over
all point we get that the average expected update time
is O(d · log3 n · log(%−1 )/d+3 ).
t
u
C

Extracting a coreset from the data structure

The only problem in extracting a coreset from our grid
statistics is that we do not know the cost of an optimal solution. However, Theorem 14 guarantees that for
certain δ there exists a small coreset and as we have
seen, one can compute this coreset from random samples. We now define δ(j) = δ ∗ /2j . We extend our KDS
such that it counts the number of heavy cells for each
δ(j). This can be done without changing the asymptotic running time since we only have to check whether
the number of points in a cell becomes more or less
than (1 − )δ2i points each time when a point crosses
a cell boundary (at each minor event). Thus we know
how many heavy cells (and hence how many coreset
points) exist for a certain δ(j). We choose the smallest√δ(j) such that the
√ number of heavy cells is at most
34 d (1 + log n)(56 d)d /d+1 .
D

Computing a solution on the coreset

We now describe how to compute a MaxCut from a
weighted set of points. We use an observation from [8]
that an algorithm from [16] for metric MaxCut can be
generalized to weighted MaxCut. The algorithm from
[16] builds on a reduction from metric MaxCut to MaxCut in dense weighted graphs [7]. We follow the approach from [7, 16] and extend it to weighted MaxCut

as proposed in [8]. For every point
P p let w(p) denote
the weight of point p and let N = p∈P w(p). We will
consider the point set P 0 of cardinality N where each
point of P is replaced
disP by w(p) copies. We scale the
2
tances such that p,q w(p) · w(q) · d(p, q)
=
N
.
For
P
every point p0 ∈ P 0 we create w0 (p0 ) := q0 ∈P d(p0 , q 0 )
clone vertices p∗i , 1 ≤ i ≤ w0 (p0 ). Between any pair of
0 0
,q )
clones p∗i , qj∗ we create an edge with weight w0 d(p
(p0 )w0 (q 0 ) .
It was shown in [7] that for this choice of weights the
obtained graph G is a dense weighted graph (the maximum weight exceeds the average weight by at most a
constant factor) and that the weight of a MaxCut in
G is equal to the weight of a MaxCut in the original
metric space. For us the following observation will be
crucial. Given two vertices from G we can compute the
weight between them in constant time (after some preprocessing) without actually constructing G. Following
the approach described in [16] one can round the weights
to integers and apply the MaxCut algorithm from [10]
to find a MaxCut in G. This algorithm samples a set S
of 1/O(1) vertices and considers all partitions of these
vertices into two sets. For each such partition it creates an oracle that for any remaining vertex v decides
to which side of the partition it belongs by inspecting
the edges from v to S. This decision is only based on
these edges and a partition of the vertex set into O(1/)
different sets. Since each clone of a point p0 is connected
in the same way to S we have to check at most O(1/)
different clones to determine the partition of clones. It
has been shown in [10] that for at least one of the partitions the oracle gives a (1 − )-approximation of the
MaxCut. We can simply compute the cost of the partitions induced by the oracles and take the best one. This
approach can be further improved following [10]. In the
computed solution it may be that clones of the same
point are assigned to both sides of the cut. Following
[16], let fa denote the fraction of clones that is assigned
to one fixed side of the cut. Then we can assign all
clones with probability fa to this side and with probability (1−fa ) to the other side. The expected cost of the
cut will be similar to the cost of the computed cut and
repeating this assignment O(1/) times will ensure with
constant probability that the best of these assignments
is only a factor (1−O()) away from the MaxCut. Since
every coreset point corresponds to an area of the plane,
the cut also induces a partition of the plane.
Theorem 21 [8] Given a point set P with integer
weights and of cardinality n one can compute a Maxe 2 · 21/O(1) ) time.
Cut of P in O(n
t
u

